OnC PressSave
More reliability for the press section

Avoid unnecessary outages

The potential risk

Protect your press

Hydraulic stations at modern, new
installed Voith shoe presses are
equipped with a hydraulic accumulator unit to provide sufficient hydraulic
pressure in case of power failure or
emergency stop of the press.
An easy extension of existing press
hydraulics with OnC PressSave
allows the increase of paper
machine availability.

With a breakdown of the hydraulic
supply (power outage, power failure
of press hydraulic, etc.) at a conventional press unit, the press slows to
a halt without drive. Due to the lack
of hydraulic pressure during the
slow down, the press sleeve is no
longer pressed against the felt with
sufficient force. As a result the sleeve
might stop, with the felt wearing out
the sleeve locally. In many cases the
only remedy is the costly replacement of the sleeve.

With the retrofit installation of OnC
PressSave, you insure that the
contact pressure between sleeve,
felt, and roll is kept even by an
unexpected breakdown of the press
hydraulic. Subsequently deterioration
of sleeve and felt during the stopping
period is avoided.
OnC PressSave is designed to
perfectly fit your hydraulic requirements and is installed during a short
typical maintenance shutdown.
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Modernization with fast ROI

Single source supply

In addition to OnC PressSave, Voith
Paper offers further solutions for the
press section. Enhance your press
performance with Voith’s modernization packages such as an edge
relief or OnC PressTech, a complete
modernization of the press control.

As a process supplier, Voith Paper
offers everything out of one hand.
The close cooperation of automation-, process- and roll experts
within Voith Paper is the basis for
reliable project engineering and
grants a save and fast startup.
With Voith Paper, you have just
one partner for your modernization
project.
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